BothyKnits by Jackie Smith
Current product range
LADIES’ LAMBSWOOL/SILK COLLECTION:
Spun in Scotland, this is a luxurious blend of 50% supersoft lambs wool and 50% silk yarn
which has a multicolour tweed effect and offers a lightweight yet warm soft feel. The finished
fabric drapes wonderfully when worn. Suitable for 3 season wear and offered in a wide range
of colours and sizes. Yarn wrappings available on request. IN 2019 an additional range of
50:50% lambswool silk was introduced. Spun in the UK this is more self-coloured and
has a slightly finer texture but knits virtually the same as the regular range and carries
the same qualities. There are some more vibrant shades which work well blended
together on their own but can also offer greater colour choice if mixed with the regular
range to create a more unique effect. Being a plainer knit it also lends itself to a variety
of textured stitches. Any of the designs below can be made with this yarn. The 2 new
designs below are made solely with yarns from the new range:
NEW ROLLED ROUND NECK TUNIC:
This is a new version of a
previously popular round neck
design. It has contrast colour
hem, side vents and sleeve edge,
with mock cuff vents and coconut
button detailing, but has a deeper
and broader scoop neck in
matching contrast colour which
has a rolled edge finish. The 2 designs shown have used a
combination of the original tweed effect lambswool/silk yarn, but
both have been accentuated by use of the
newer plainer lambswool/silk contrast yarns.
Tunic length and offers 3 season wear. The 2
examples photographed are
Ardverikie/Mandarin and Craigish/Greengage. Of course any
combination in either yarn can be made. Sizes S – 2XL.
KALEIDOSCOPE SPLIT COWL NECK TUNIC:
This colourful tunic has its roots in the popular contrast border
split cowl neck tunic from recent years (still available). The new
range of lambswool/silk easily lends itself to textured knits and
also forming multi—coloured patterning to compliment a plain knit
piece. Hence the name of this design. The colour permutations
are numerous. The borders/split collar comprise a multicolour
textured pattern which really pops
against a plain background without
being ‘over the top’. Similar in length
to the regular hem cowl neck tunic.
The 2 colourways shown are
Aegean/Royal/Tyrian/Sap and
Sap/Greengage/Cerise/Tyrian. Sizes
S-2XL.

THE ‘WRONCHO’:
There are many examples of wraps/shawls
out there, but here’s Jackie’s HAND
FINISHED version which can be worn as a
poncho or undo the buttons at the side to
create a large wrap- hence the ‘wroncho’!
The idea came as a result of the
construction of her ever popular Panel
Jacket to create a more exclusive piece and
something a bit different to styles which
comprise a single length of woven or knitted
fabric. There are 2 contrasting colours making up the main body
and borders on 3 sides, which are then finished with edging and
joining with a 3rd complimenting colour to complete the look. 2
sizes available: S-M and L-XL. Has a tartan look without an all
over pattern. Lightweight yet warm and the silk content of the
yarn creates a lovely drape.

HI-LOW OR REGULAR HEM COWL NECK TUNIC:
Another popular design. This follows along the ‘A’
line design of the Split Cowl Neck Tunic, with
contrast edgings; cuff tabs and larger cowl neck
as in the Shark Bite Hem Tunic. Available in 2
styles; regular where the sides vents are equal
length or hi-lo for more coverage at the rear.
Sizes S-2XL

SHARK BITE HEM COWL NECK TUNIC:
A customer favourite. Oversized Cowl Neck Tunic
which drapes downwards at the sides forming a
hemline that looks a shark has literally bitten into it!
This popular design follows a classic A line shape
which drapes wonderfully over the hip area and skims
the tummy area. This is suitable for many body
shapes. Set in ¾ length sleeves with roll back contrast
colour cuff. Contrast colour cowl neck set into a
rounded V shape. Front and back seaming in contrast
colour draws the eye toward the centre. Sizes S-2XL

PANEL JACKET – HAND FINISHED:
An evergreen favourite. Generously oversized with ¾
sleeve; all round vents and shawl collar. Edge to edge style
which also allows broaching etc. Hand crocheted joins in
contrast colour for a classic yet contemporary look. Flatters
any size and shape. 2 colourways shown are Torosay/Ethie
and Glenbuchat/Fingask. Sizes S, M & L.

ASYMMETRIC FASTENING LONG SLEEVE CARDIGAN:
Wide round neck with asymmetric 6 button fastening
at front and deep centre vent with bow detail at back.
Contrast edging. Longer length ‘A’ line shaping for
maximum drapeage and flattering fit over hip.
Example shown in combination of
Moniack/Glenbuchat. Sizes S - 2XL.

SUPERSOFT LAMBSWOOL COLLECTION:
100% supersoft superior quality lambs wool spun in Scotland. The yarn is approximately 3ply
in weight. This offers a wonderfully soft and lightweight feel yet maintaining warmth without
bulkiness. Vast colour choice available. The blending of multiple coloured fibres in this yarn
results in a melange of subtle colours in the finished product. This has the appearance of a fine
tweed rather than a single flat colour thus enhancing a Scottish theme. Suitable to wear in all
but the hottest and coolest temperatures. NB: This yarn knits to a different tension than the
lambswool/silk, therefore is advisable to order 1 size larger than normal. Refer to sizing
Guide for approximate finished garment chest measurements.
NEW ROUND NECK CELTIC KNOT TUNIC:
Following on from the popular V Neck
version and also introducing several
supersoft 2 colour twists exclusive to
Bothyknits, this Round Neck design
incorporates the new colour twists with
block border in the plain colours from
which the marl was created, which
results in a subtle matching contrast
pattern. Same dimensions as the
original and available in S-2XL size
range. However you don’t have to
stick with the new cols as the colour
choices are vast. The 2 examples
shown are Oxalis/Blueberry/Lavish
and Surfs Up/Bondi Blue/Petrel.

LADIES ‘A’ LINE V-NECK CELTIC KNOT BORDER TUNIC:
Longer in length than the standard Round Neck
Tunic and V Neck Cardigan this new V Neck
design incorporates contrast edgings and a
striking Celtic Knot border above hem and cuffs.
The 2 colourways shown are Jade/Pagan and
Bright Blue/Navy, but of course there is a vast
colour selection to choose from. Sizes S-2XL.

MAKING WAVES TUNIC:
Same length as the Celtic Knot Border Tunic, but has 2
contemporary contrast colours forming
borders on hem; cuffs and around
neck. Side vents at hemline and the
higher round neckline is rolled at the
top. The neckline will accommodate a
collared blouse/shirt or a polo neck
jumper underneath if desired. Colour
sequence in pictures are Hunter
Green/Blaze/Cummin and
Duckegg/Tusk/Buttermilk, but potential
colour combinations are endless. Sizes S-2XL.

LADIES’ ROUND NECK ‘A’ LINE TUNIC / V-NECK TUNIC CARDIGAN:
Another 2 perennial favourites. Longer length sits
below hip. Plain body with attractive narrow
contrast edging and side vents. Mock cuff vents
with additional coconut shell button detail. Classic
timeless elegance. Sizes S – 2XL.

Garment Size Finished Chest Measurements
(measured in inches taken flat across chest under armpit and doubled– figures are only
approximate and may vary between yarns and dyes)
S

M

L

XL

XXL

LAMBSWOOL/SILK COLL:

Rolled Round Neck Tunic
Wroncho*
HiLo Hem Cowl Neck Tunic
Shark Bite Hem C/N Tunic
Panel Jacket (oversized)
Asymmetric Cardigan
Kaleidoscope Split C/N Tunic

36
38
W30 X L54
36
38
36/38 38/40
56
60
36
38
36
38

40
42
W30 X L68
40
42
40/42
42/44
64
n/a
40
42
40
42

44
n/a
44
44/46
n/a
44
44

S.SOFT LAMBSWOOL:

Round Neck Celtic Knot Tunic
VN Celtic Knot Border Tunic
Making Waves RN Tunic
RN Tunic/VN T. Cardigan

34
34
34
34

36
36
36
36

38
38
38
38

40
40
40
40

42
42
42
42

*The Wroncho is measured as 1 piece of fabric which is then folded in half lengthwise so that
the original width will be the depth or drape of the garment when worn and the original length
of the piece becomes halved to create the across chest measurement.

